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Introduction
Many feminist radicals believe that men's dominance of women precedes
the emergence of class domination and is the most profound condition of
alienation, the deepest division of humanity within and from itself, upon which
all other domination is built. If this is true the emergence of women acting
consciously against their oppression holds the promise of a more complete
challenge to domination than has ever been possible before . In so far as it
articulates this challenge feminism represents, not only the interests of a new
pressure group, but the potential for a new and broader progressive politics in
general. A significant tendency of the women's movement has persistently
claimed this large historical role for feminism . Its vision and forms of practice
have, from the beginning, constituted a major break with the male defined world
and politics. And it has presumed feminism to be a politique entier rather than a
subcategory of any other politics.
The article published here is the second half of a longer monograph entitled
Feminist Radicalism in the Eighties to be published by CultureTexts in Spring 1985 .
The first half of the monograph describes the history of this tendency of the
women's movement from its inception. It thus traces the developments in theory
and practice which laid the basis forthe emergence, in the 1980's, of the kind of
universal feminist politics that this tendency of the movement has always
believed to be both possible and necessary . In this analysis special emphasis is
placed on the emerging recognition ofwomen's specificity rather than sameness
with men as the basis for unique feminist values and a feminist vision which
can:
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- Challenge male claims of universality;
- Transform and broaden male definitions of human nature and such
classic progressive values as justice, freedom and equality;
- Give real substance to the notion ofnon-alienated man I and bring it, for
the first time, from a distant abstract goal to a concrete guide to
practice.
The part ofthe monograph which follows below describes the universal feminist
politics that the recognition of women's specificity as well as equality has made
possible and is developing today in theory and practice .*
The Theory
In 1970 in her book, The Dialectic of Sex, Shulamith Firestone attempted to
develop the kind of dynamic, historical and materialist analysis of sexual
oppression that marxism had provided of class exploitation . Since she argued
that sexual domination precedes and underlies class domination her analysis
was not intended to simply parallel or accompany marxist analysis but to
transcend it in a "materialist view of [the whole of] history based on sex.-2 This
new understanding would open the way for a more throughgoing attack on
domination in which active and conscious women - feminists - would be
central agents . In this theoretical project she articulated the presumptions and
intentions of feminist radicals of the time who expected to "go further" than
male radicals and the New Left had done in their struggle for liberation . Her
claims for the significance of sexual oppression and the necessarily central role
of feminism in any struggle against domination also reflect a deep underlying
belief that has persisted among feminist radicals since that time.
But Shulamith Firestone, inthose early days, without the subsequentlessons
of feminist practice and without the specifically feminist values that have
developed in the intervening period, could not fullyrealise her project. Without
the alternative values that emerge when the specific nature of women's activity
and characteristics are taken into account as well as women's status as an
oppressed group, her critique had to remain partial . She could not challenge
man's definition of liberation, authenticity, humanity, nature, society or
alienation, or the shape of his knowledge, technology, and science . Rather, her
challenges remained piecemeal and did not amount to a fully fledged alternative
perspective.3
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Her work must stand, like the practice of the period, as a courageous and
creative statement of intent and of faith . Feminist radicals of that time defined
the depth and breadth of the feminist project and did not flinch at the enormity
of the task. Since that time many feminists have sustained the commitment to
that task in their refusal to compromise in the face of apparent contradictions,
painful political lessons, frightening uncertainty and insistent reductionist calls
of other feminists .4 They have recognized the increasing variety of their
personal, political, social and spiritual practice as important building blocks of
an as yet unformed new politics . And, in fact, it is exactly this diversity ofarenas
and of participants that provided the ground for a specific female voice and
female associated values to emerge.
This, in turn, has enabled the feminist critique of patriarchy to become an
immanent critique which is at the sametime a vision of the future and a basis for
strategic development . This critique challenges marxism's claim to universality
with a vision grounded in women's specificity and successfully addresses the
question of the origins of domination itself in analyses that incorporate
feminists' recognition of biology and psychology in a transformed and
broadened historical materialism .
The question of the origins of domination has always been a more central
question for feminists than for marxists . And the answer to this question is a
crucially determinant factor in the shape of emerging politics . The fact that
women's oppression is so deeply structured and rationalized in terms of their
ability to give birth and that women's resistance is so immediately met by
powerful socio-biological opposition means that feminists have dealt centrally
with questions of biology . From Simone de Beauvoir, Juliet Mitchell and
Shulamith Firestone's escape from biology to Susan Griffin and Adrienne Rich's
embrace of biology, feminist theory has always explicitly recognized its
importance .
Feminists' deep interest in the question why men* dominate each other and
women has meant that they have also consistently included a psychological
component in their analysis . Marxists who have addressed the psychological
aspects of oppression have mainly asked why men* are psychologically
vulnerable to domination . For they tend to presume that the question of why
men* dominate is answered by the existence of surplus value . Some feminist
analysis is satisfied with a similarly inadequate position, answering simply that
men* dominate women and each other because they have the resources, or in
order to protect their privileges. But unless one accepts the socio-biological or
liberal notion of innately aggressive or competitive, acquisitive man* it must
remain problematic why the existence of surplus or other resources for
domination are actually used by some to dominate others .
Feminists faced with oppression by husbands, lovers, brothers and sons
have been forced to deal with this question in ways that marxists have not. The
result has been the attention to psychological factors evidenced by references
throughout the literature to men's ego needs, fear ofcastration, womb envy, fear
of women, birth envy and so on.5 In the absence of a fully fledged theory these
biological and psychological insights were often reductionist and earned
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frequent marxist dismissal as idealist, psychologist or biologically determinist .
But the biological and psychological themes represent a feminist awareness,
based on lived experience, of the depth and complexity of relations of
domination. Women's experience is a fine protection against the kind of
economism that has bedeviled marxism and the psychological and biological
themes have been important in the feminist reconstitution of theory beyond
marxist materialism .
This feminist theory is neither monolithic nor complete but is beginning to
emerge today in many forms and forums under the impetus of the increasingly
complex practice of an expanding and diverse women's movement .6 Mary
O'Brien's book The Politics ofReproduction and Nancy Hartsock's Money, Sex and
Power.- Toward a Feminist Historical Materialism are two very different, yet
surprisingly complementary workswhich clearly illustrate the nature of this new
theory and the direction of its future development . The writers are both activists
writing from questions that have arisen in their practice and that ofothers. They
argue that theoretical work is essential to feminist political development and
recognize at the same time that their own work, and indeed all theory, is
ultimately rooted in practice. In fact the striking parallels which will become
evident in their analyses, are eloquent testimony to this "living unity of theory
and practice"7 since both authors were unaware of the other's work at the time of
writing.
Both are concerned not merely to analyse women but to reanalyse the world
and in the process to contribute to the reconstitution of radical theory and
radical practice in general. Mary O'Brien seeks a "theoretical basis for a feminism
which can transform the world . . . a feminist praxis which has as its aim the
making of a future, which is the making of history ."e Nancy Hartsock seeks "to
understand the gender as well as class dimension of domination9 (in) a
retheorization of power . . . which could . . . lead toward the constitution of a
more complete and thoroughgoing human community ."'°
Both writers proceed by demonstrating that all civilized thinking in its varied
forms, from Greece through Hegel and Marx, advanced capitalism and Freud,
Marcuse and the existentialists, has been organized around the unexamined
assumption of an essential and hierarchical dualism . They identify this dualism
as the hallmark of patriarchal thought and deny its previously unchallenged
universalism in an immanent critique which argues that dualistic world views
are grounded only in male experience. They reflect man's* condition, not the
human condition."
But male ideology like bourgeois ideology not only masks/inverts but also
creates/shapes reality . These feminists, then, deny that dualism is inevitable or
essential to the human condition while recognizing that it has been men's*
actual experience of that condition and has in fact shaped our world from the
beginning of recorded time:
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The experience of the ruling group cannot be dismissed as
simply false . This experience, because ofthe hegemony ofthat
group, sets the dynamics of the social relations in which all
parties are forced to participate (therefore) . . . a community
grounded on a sexuality structured by violence, domination
and death are (sic) made real for everyone.12
In locating the roots of dualism and domination in men's* lived experience ofthe
world Mary O'Brien and Nancy Hartsock develop a materialist analysis of
patriarchy . But theirs is a transformed materialism which incorporates and
indeed privileges the relations of reproduction over those of production as the
sight of a fuller and more developed analysis of the world. Mary O'Brien speaks
of"two necessary processes in the experiential matrix ofhuman nature . . . - tile
necessities to produce and reproduce" 13 and criticizes the "one-sidedness" 14 of
Marx who ignored the latter. But hers is not a dualistic analysis which simply
adds a parallel system of reproductive domination to Marx's picture as the
socialist-feminist economic analyses have done. Instead, she "extends
dialectical materialism to give a synthesized account of both poles of human
necessity (in a) feminist theory of historical process which can transcend the
unsatisfactory reductionism which has bedeviled male-stream thought ." 16 For
Nancy Hartsock, too, an analysis encompassing reproduction provides a
broader and more universal understanding than male theory and ideology can
offer for "beneath the epistemological level of production . . . one encounters the
epistemological level of reproduction . . . a level at which a more encompassing
and insistent historical materialism may be created .""
Shulamith Firestone also insisted, against Simone de Beauvoir's acceptance
of "a priori (dualistic) categories of thought and existence,"'8 that these
categories are not essential to human existence as such. Instead, she argued,
they "sprang from the sexual division itself . . . Biology itself - procreation - is
at the origins of dualism."' 9 For her, "the natural reproductive difference between
the sexes led directly to the first division of labour . . . (But) the 'natural' is not
necessarily a 'human' value"2° and we can escape from it today .
By locating the original dualism in biology and accepting male/female
dualism as natural rather than constructed, Shulamith Firestone accepted patriarchal dualism as a true reflection of the world and had to pose her struggle
for liberation against biology and nature . Hers was, inthe end, a biologicalrather
than materialist analysis . In contrast current integrative feministtheory refuses
to accept that dualism (male/female or any other) is natural any more than it is
essential. Mary O'Brien and Nancy Hartsock explain the denial of human and
historical status to reproductive activity and to women as a central expression,
institutionalization and protection of a dualism which reflects only men's*
experience of reality . In reclaiming reproductive activity as a human process
which provides a material substructure of history they show that the "material
base of dualism is not static, brute, unchanging, ahistorical or inhuman."2 '
Men's denial of reproduction and the female in a series of theoretical and
institutionalized dualisms (between culture and nature, public and private,
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death and birth, life and necessity, mind and body, soul and flesh, emotion and
intellect, subject and object) in fact "translates [and creates] male experience of
separation . . . into a priori universal truth. 1122 But it is not a true universal, for
women's different lived experience of reproduction, motherhood and the sexual
division of labour offers the material basis for a more integrated relationship to
the world and others, and the potential, in this historical period, of an alternative
consciousness and struggle for a non-alienated world. 23
The grand re-visionings of human history and human struggle that Mary
O'Brien and Nancy Hartsock present are closely argued in dialogue with the
whole tradition of western political thought and major preceding feminist
theory . It is impossible here to give any sense of the subtlety of their arguments
or the complexity and depth of the detailed underpinnings of their meta-theory .
Even so, the following schematic presentation will illustrate the radical and
original nature of both critiques and the striking differences and similarities in
these two attempts to build a feminist materialism which can sustain a universal
feminist politics.
Mary O'Brien grounds men and women's different consciousness in their
materially different experience of the process of reproduction . Men experience
reproduction chiefly in terms of the alienation of their seed . While for women
reproduction is an experience of mediated labour which situates them in time
and integrates their biological, emotional and intellectual capacities.
Women's reproductive consciousness is continuous and integrative for it is
mediated within the reproductive process . "At the biological level, reproductive
labour is a synthesizing and mediating act . It confirms women's unity with
nature and mother and child ; but it is also a temporal mediation between the
cyclical time of nature and unilinear genetic time. Woman's reproductive
consciousness is a consciousness that the child is hers, but ' also a
consciousness that she herself was born of a woman's labour, that labour
confirms genetic coherence and species continuity ."24 Male reproductive
consciousness on the other hand is splintered and discontinuous . The alienation
of his seed separates him from natural genetic continuity so his is a
consciousness of contradiction, of a series of opposites which cannot be
mediated within the reproductive process . Men* must therefore act beyond
reproduction to create artificial modes of continuity and to mediate these
opposites .
The appropriation of the child (and women) is the almost universal mode of
paternal mediation which creates:
paternity not as a relationship to the child but as a right to the
child. The assertion of the right demands a social support
system predicated on the forced cooperation between men* . . .
It is the historical movement to provide this support system
which transforms the individual uncertainty of paternity into
the triumphant universality of patriarchy . . . The creation of a
patriarchate is in every sense of the phrase, a triumph over
nature .25
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It is also the creation of private space separate from public space where men*
"make the laws and ideologies which justify patriarchy' 26 and create principles
of continuity in politics, art, religion and property that are under male control . In
this they add to their first biological nature a second and supposedly superior
nature which they make for themselves . Thus, both the dualisms structured into
man's* world, between the public and private and the social and natural for
instance, and the dualism of male modes of thinking "emerge from his real
separation from the natural world and from species continuity.' 27
The mysterious gulf which male-stream thought has found
separating animal from human, appearance from reality, spirit
from matter, necessity from freedom and so forth . . . can be
materially grounded in real human experience.28
For Nancy Hartsock the sexual division of labour in childbearing rather than
birth underlies men's and women's different relation to the world . Women's
reproductive labour provides the basis for an integrative sense of self. Their
activity cannot easily be dichotomized into work and play, inner and outer or
mind and body. It represents a unity with nature and involves processes of
change and growth and a variety of relations with others from deep unity
through the many levelled and changing connections mothers experience with
growing children. In addition to this, the psychological developement of women
mothered by same sex caretakers reinforces their integrative sense of a self in
connection with the world and others . While men* mothered by opposite sex
prime caretakers, develop a separative sense of self that "sets a hostile and
combative dualism at the heart of both the community men* construct and the
masculinist world view by means of which they understand their lives."29
Basing her analysis on the socio-psychoanalytic work of Nancy Chodorow
and Dorothy Dinnerstein,3° Nancy Hartsock argues that women develop their
gender identity through identification with their mother while men must
develop theirs in abstract difference from their mothers . This leaves men with a
more fragile and separative identity which must be established and maintained
over and against the other sex . Also, the nature of the oedipal crisis differs by
sex :
The boy's love for the mother is an extension of mother-infant
unity and thus essentially threatening to his ego and independence. Masculine ego formation necessarily requires repressing
this first relation and negating the mother. In contrast, the
girl's love for the father is less threatening both because it
occurs outside this unity and because it occurs at a later stage
of development.
Therefore girls, but not boys, retain both, parents as love objects . Their:
gradual emergence fromthe oedipal period takes place in such
a way that empathy is built into their primary definition of self,
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and they have a variety of capacities for experiencing
another's needs or feelings as their own . Put another way, girls,
because of female parenting, are less differentiated
from others than boys, more continuous with and related to
the external [and internal] object world .3 '
The fact that men's' sense ofself is constructed against a mother who threatens
their very being, shapes both the structures and world views of both capitalism
and patriarchy in a deep-going hierarchical dualism . Masculinity is attained by
escaping from the female world of the household and daily life into the
masculine world of politics and public life. And this experience of two opposed
worlds - one abstract, valuable and unattainable, the other concrete,
demeaning yet necessary "lies at the heart of a series of [gendered] dualisms abstract/concrete, mind/body, culture/nature, ideal/real, static/change - the
first of each pair associated with the male and the second with the female ." 3z
Women's material life experience leads on the other hand to a world view to
which dichotomies are false. Her relationally defined existence, experience of
bodily boundary challenges and daily activity leads her to value the concrete
and everyday life, to sense a variety of connectedness and continuity with other
people and the natural world and to oppose dualism of any sort.
Clearly the material base of male supremacy that O'Brien and Hartsock are
exploring is not . restricted to narrow economic or production activity, for it
recognizes the biological and psychological also, as material realities . This is a
necessary revision if women's life experience is to contribute to our understanding of the world and if women are to be recognized as historical subjects .
Thus these two theories have built on earlier feminist work to achieve with
others a sea change in progressive political theory .
Yet the huge intent of their work ensures that it is both enormously
impressive and necessarily only a beginning. The inclusion of women as
defining actors on the historical stage involves a total transformation of the
basic structuring premises of all earlier theory - including the feminist
arguments for women's inclusion in the male half of a divided world . Mary
O'Brien and Nancy Hartsock among others have shown us that this must be done
and they have developed guidelines for its achievement. But both are quick to
point out that their work represents "the mere shadow of a theory,"33 "an
anticipatory exploration" 34 whichmerely "opens a number ofavenues for future
work."3s
They have clearly shown "in a still abstract way (that) the general relationship
between the biological substructure and social superstructure of reproductive
relations" 36 is a dialectical, historical and material relationship of key
importance and that it is not enough to say only that the public realm moulds the
"social relations of reproduction, for the forms of the public realm itself have
material roots in the reproductive process ."31 The historical significance of the
social relations ofreproduction and the sexual division of labour can no longer
be in doubt . But the long term careful research required to analyse the actual
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historical relations between the two realms and to identify the dynamic of
gender as well as class struggle as it has shaped history remains to be done: "The
outlines, though not the substance, of an adequate theory of power grounded. at
the epistemological level ofreproduction are now visible if only hazily. 1138 What
is required now is to undertake within the new integrative theoretical
framework, the kind of detailed analysis of historically specific material
interests and struggles that socialist-feminists have done so well within a less
adequate framework. in the process, of course, our theretical understanding will
increase and the theory itself will be developed and altered. The framework is in
place to allow us to pursue the necessary analytical synthesis of the individual
and collective, psychological and social, economic and cultural, class and
gender, but the task has only begun.
Socialist-feminists, in theiruneasy position between feminists and marxists,
have clearly articulated the need for this synthesis and have claimed to
represent its best hope . Zillah Eisenstein spoke for manywhen she said: "Marxist
analysis is the thesis, radical feminist patriarchal analysis the antithesis, and
from the two comes the synthesis of socialist-feminism ."39 But the economism
of their approach and their tendency to address marxist rather than feminist
questions 4° has meant that, despite their fine research, socialist-feminist
theoretical achievement has largely been limited to a static dualistic analysis of
two parallel systems of domination . Where socialist-feminists speak ofbringing
aspects of existing marxist and feminist analysis together in a composite theory,
integrative feminists speak about standing marxism on its head. They see
feminism's relation to marxism more like Marx's relation to Hegel or marxism's
relation to liberalism. As Catherine MacKinnon phrases it: "Feminism stands in
relation to marxism as marxism does to classical political economy : its final
conclusion and ultimate critique. 1141
Catherine MacKinnon is referring here tothe practice as well as the theory of
feminism, for integrative feminists have a strong sense of the historical
significance of the women's movement and feminism as praxis42 For them the
revolutionary character of feminist theory reflects and contributes to the
realization of the revolutionary potential of women's struggle in this period .
Without the practice the theory could never develop, yet the theory is essential
to that practice. Neither springs autonomically from women's experience . The
female standpoint is not identical to the feminist standpoint which is achieved
in struggle and requires both theory and practice, both of which, in turn, require
each other43
It was, in fact, that earlier practice that laid the basis for the emergence of
integrative feministtheory. And feminist practice in the 1980's has continued to
fuel and to benefit from integrative theoretical development . Until we see today,
certain tendencies of the women's movement whose practice is beginning to
resemble the universal politics this theory calls for .
This universal feminism retains the early sense of a new non-hierarchical,
liberatory politics in the making and the commitment to varied, autonomous,
non-sectarian and non-vanguard practice that will enable this new politics to
emerge ever more fully. But this is now more firmly buttressed in theory . The
24
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demonstration that "a feminist perspective grounded in female experience does
exist"4`' helps feminists understand women's ability to work in supportive, nonhierarchical, process-oriented ways as the result not only of women's
unambivalent interest in ending hierarchy, but also ofwomen's more integrated
and relational life experience, consciousness and psychological development.
The sense that women will play a central role in liberatory struggle no longer
rests only on intuition or the simpledemonstration ofwomen's oppression but is
supported by the new analysis of women's structural position and material
experience and interests .
Feminism's original, deeply radical, liberatory vision is also maintained and
developed. The early opposition to all domination and the determination to
build a struggle against alienation that includes its roots in gender as well as
class has been strengthened by analyses which demonstrate the common origins
of all domination in masculine dualism .
Many feminist radicals today are not only againstdomination they are forthe
integration of life that they have discovered is essential to liberation - the end
of male dualism and the establishment of a community whose basic organizing
principles are connection and co-operation rather than separation and
opposition: Mary O'Brien has expressed it thus:
Feminism presents and represents a fundamentally different
experience of the relation of people and nature than that
posed by male dualism . It insists, further, that the principle of
integration can form the basis for a political praxis which is
rational, humane and far more progressive than any genderically one-sided praxis, including Marxism, can ever be .4 s
And Nancy Hartsock echoes the sentiments:
(Women's) experience of continuity and relation with others,
with the natural world, of mind and body - provide (sic) an
ontological base for developing a nonproblematic social
synthesis, a social synthesis that need not operate through the
denial of the body, an attack on nature, or the death struggle
between the self and other, a social synthesis that does not
depend on any of the forms taken by abstract masculinity 46
The articulation of this integrative vision is at the same time a fuller
expression and exploration of a radical alternative feminist vision of the good
life phrased in terms of positive values and not just opposition - the values of
continuity, creativity, birth, co-operation, nurture, daily life, the body and
nature . It calls for a:
celebration ofthe life in life rather than the death in life, 7 . . . a
move from war against nature and against life to policies of
integration with nature and life48 . . . (the creation) ofa unity of
the individual and the species with nature (which) becomes a
relation of co-operation to which neither nature nor time
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appear hostile49 . . . and that celebrates . . . the unity of cyclical
time with historical time in the conscious and rational
reproduction of the species .so
In this process :
the body - its desires and needs, and its mortality - would
not be denied as shameful but would be given a place of
honour at the centre of theory . And creativity and generativity
would be incorporated in the form of directly valuing daily life
activities - eroticizing the work ofproduction and accepting,
the erotic nature of nurturance.s'
This gives substance to the abstract commitment to end domination and
alienation and indicates clearly the depth and direction of change required . The
integrative set of values and broad general analyses provide no immediate
blueprint or programme of action, and indeed they cannot for the "future is riot
the product of the mind but the product of praxis, the product of theory and
action ."52 But they enable feminists to envision the general shape and direction
of desirable change . They provide a perspective from which to assess strategy
and tactics and to develop a practice that is liberatory in the fullest sense.
This is clearly no longer a "feminism of the pseudo man" 53 which accepts
patriarchal dualism and leaves women's lives and work invisible in a one-sided
project of female access to the more valued male side of the dichotomies . It is
not a feminism in which "the need for individual escape from the prison of the
private realm has taken precedence over the need to destroy collectively the
artificial barriers between public and private."54
It is, instead, afeminism whichplaces at its centre a revalued female world. It
is a feminism whose vision is not the entry of women into man's world but "the
reintegration of men in general in the harmony of people and nature."55 It asks
women not simply to leave the private realm but to "struggle to transform and
integrate public and private, and in doing so to transcend the alienation of one
from the other.,,56 For this feminism "the integration of women on equal terms
into productive processes is a necessary but not sufficient condition of
liberation. Liberation also depends on the reintegration of men on equal terms
into reproductive process."51 This is not a simple exchange ofactivity in two preexisting equal andunchanged realms, it is an integrativetransformation of life in
which reproduction is privileged and "the human possibilities present in the life
activity of women (are generalized to) the social system as a whole (raising) for
the first time in human history, the possibility of a fully human community
structured by a variety of connections rather than separation and opposition . -58
This new specifically feminist vision is clearly a vision of general liberation
which presumes to speak to and define the shape of progressive politics in,
general . It requires and supports the development of a feminist practice beyond
women's issues and the articulation of a feminist perspective on all issues and
the whole of society . And this politics is emerging within feminism today, fueled
as much by the opportunities and requirements of practice as theory, and
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articulated ever more consciously in the challenge of debate with opposing
political tendencies.
The Practice
As the women's liberation movement has gained strength and brought power
to increasing numbers ofwomen, the diversity of participants both in developed
industrial nations and the Third World has increased to include more women in
disadvantaged groups and to enable those already involved to articulate new
areas of vulnerability and difference . This has contributed tremendously to
feminist strength in a number of ways. The struggle over diversity and its
articulation has been a challenging and painful one from the very early days of
the movement and it continues to be so. But it differs today in several significant
respects . The criticism and struggle in the early period more often came from
non-feminist women with prior loyalty to black or native or working-class
groups, who denied the possiblity and desirability of unity and sisterhood
across these divisions. Today it comes much more fromfeminists in these
groups who see this struggle as a necessary part of building a genuine unity. The
pain and anger and fear are still there but the process is recognized as a shared
one, and it represents anattempt bythose involved to share in defining feminism
rather than to deny it.s9
This has become possible because significant numbers of women from many
more diverse groups are becoming feminist defined and because others, like
Jewish feminists, with a long preceding history of feminist activism have also
begun to define their specificity from within the movement in the name of
feminism. The hope is that women's lack of psychological dependence on
alterity and separation, relational sense of self and ability to acknowledge and
deal creatively with emotion, combined with our very real shared oppression,
will enable usto survive these divisions to build a stronger sisterhood6° And this
seems to be borne out in practice where feminist radicals have recognized the
importance of these struggles and have shown a consistent willingness to face
the personal and political risks involved.
It seems today, that the articulation of increasing types and levels of
difference has not narrowed self-defined groups of women but revealed ever
richer networks of cross-cutting specificities . As black, disabled, lesbian, old,
Jewish and working-class feminists find their voices women are discovering the
richness of their shared specificities . It is becoming much more difficult for
political groupings to build high walls between insiders and outsiders based on
single reified characteristics of their participants. Because deep-going links with
"outsiders" who share other important aspects of selfare becoming more clearly
evident .6 This has meant that, unlike earlier periods, the current exploration of
diversity has not, in general, been phrased in vanguard terms or in terms of mere
tolerance .
Many feminist radicals are committed to building a movement which does
not merely tolerate difference but celebrates it as a source of creative tension in
the necessary struggle to redefine unity beyond sameness . Audre Lourde has
I
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shown that "Only then does the necessity for interdependence become
unthreatening . 1162 This exploration of diversity could only be undertaken in a
context where the potential for sisterhood isrecognized and valued eventhough
it is not automatic but has to be built. The affirmation of women's commonality
in integrative feminist theory is clearly a reflection of this growing sense of
potential unity and as such, an important contribution to the exploration of
diversity . But it has been attacked in the name ofdiversity in a number of debates
which raise important political questions .
Some have read the theoretical focus on specificity grounded in the sexual
division of labour, reproduction and female mothering as a denial oflesbianism .
The reply that all women (and men) are shaped by these arrangements and that
the analyses therefore apply to lesbians and non-mothers as well as others fails
to convince some. They deny that lesbians and non-mothers share this with
other women and persist in the view that theory based on reproduction excludes
these women and is therefore partial.63
Other critics do not deny that reproductive arrangements are a shaping force
on all women, but argue that when these analyses fail to incorporate an explicit
examination of heterosexuality as an institution they are partial and, ultimately
reactionary : "feminist research andtheory that contributes to lesbian invisibility
is actually working against the empowerment of women as a group." 64 in her
much cited article "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Experience,"
Adrienne Rich makes this pointwithreference to four key feminist texts6 5 two of
which Nancy Hartsock uses to develop the socio-psychological part of her
analysis of gender differences . She argues that analyses that do not explicitly
problematize heterosexuality or document the extreme measures used to keep
women apart and to enforce sexual relations with men, are implying that
heterosexuality is "natural" and this amounts to collaboration with patriarchy's
need to keep the deeply radical and subversive fact of lesbianism invisible . Her
point is an important one and it was startling to realize in 1980, when her article
first appeared, that so much central feministtheory did not incorporate enforced
heterosexuality into its anaylysis . As she points out, this is even more disturbing
when the theoretical framework could encompass it, as is the case with the
works she discusses. She is not arguing that this theory is based on a
presumption of heterosexuality that necessarily precludes any critical
examination of it. Rather she is pointing to an important political weakness in
feminism that has prevented this theory from being fully developed . Adrienne
Rich, whose book of Woman Born 66 focused on motherhood as a political
institution, recognizes the relevance of reproduction to all women including
lesbians. But she argues that sexuality also, especially sexual orientation, is a
political institution and must be included as a central aspect of any feminist
analysis . This does not necessarily invalidate the integrative theory that has
developed since then but it does suggest urgent areas for further development
toward an ever more comprehensive theory which recognizes diversity as well as
shared patterns of domination and commonality. This debate and these
criticisms, in published work and in working relations, will surely be a major
source of new insights and theoretical development .
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Other critics have questioned, not just the basis on which commonality is
claimed for women, but the attempt at this stage to try to determine a basis. They
argue that it is wrong to undertake the task of defining women's common voice
before many groups of women have found their own voice . This, they say, is
premature theorizing which may impose a shape on feminism that is foreign to
less advantaged groups of women who are bound to be slower to develop the
autonomy and power to share in its definition. They do not deny the role of
theory but warn against theorizing a general feminism before the basis has been
developed in practice.
Others have gone even further to reject the theoretical project itself rather
than just its timing . They suggest that to attempt a general theory may be to
inherit the worst of patriarchal totalizing tendencies. And they argue that not
only masculine claims to universality but all universal claims must necessarily
be false. By its very nature feminism must remain open and recognize its
limitations and this must preclude any claim to any general truths:
The desire to claim for feminist theory the greatest universality
truth, comprehensiveness, etc., I think participates in the
authoritarian or totalitarian view of theory . As feminists we
should criticize any claims to completeness and universality
on the part of theory . We should insist instead that any
discourse is partial and perspectival .61
Mary O'Brien and Nancy Hartsock clearly recognize that their theory is not
complete . But they do claim, and I claim too, that it and other integrative theory
reveals inadequacies in earlier theory and opens the way to a fuller
understanding of reality than any earlier theory . It is more complete in important
ways than other theories, or at least it provides the framework to move toward a
fuller understanding of the world . Integrative feminist theorists presume that
this is a possible and desirable goal of theory . Other feminists disagree.
Only the barest hints of this debate have yet appeared in print. But these
questions about the role of theory and how much understanding it is healthy to
desire and to claim will emerge more fully as feminist theory with some claim to
universality gains more influence . The debate will probably be one of the most
important in the next few years . -It may well also make major contributions to the
more abstract radical theoretical debates around similar questions, that are
currently raging in non-feminist circles, outside any movement context and
without the discipline and inspiration of practice.
A specifically feminist critique of liberalism has developed in recent years
which goes well beyond the early radical and socialist feminist point that
women's liberation will require change in social structures and not just in
women's attitudes and legal rights . This has been an important aspect of
feminism's articulation as a politics beyond liberal or socialist pressure for
women . Mary O'Brien's analysis ofpaternity as the firstproperty right and Nancy
Hartsock's analysis of exchange relations as one patriarchal variant of society 68
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are two of many theoretical contributions to this critique which continues to
develop as the women's movement wins liberal reforms and discovers their
limitations in practice :
- the threat to introduce legislation enabling no fault divorce without
recognizing the specific economic vulnerability of women and
children in divorce;
- equal marriage and property rights in family assets which ignore men's
business, educational and professional assets and women's long term
unpaid and impoverishing economic contribution in the home6s
- judges' alacrity in awarding equal consideration to fathers' custody
rights and denying women's rights to alimony ;'°
- a legal redifinition ofrape as sexual assault which is intended to defuse
punitive attitudes toward the victim but actually hides the factthatrape
is not a gender neutral crime but a sexual crime of men against
women?'
- law reform in the U.S. which recognizes women's individual rights to
abortion on the ground of the right to privacy without acknowledging
that women have no power in private life and that the private realm is
precisely the institutionalization of men's domination of women.'2
With the recent introduction of a Charter of Rights and Freedoms which
guarantees sex equality in Canada, the limitations of liberal reform which
ignores women's specificity and presumes sameness has become startlingly
clear and the feminist critique has gained new urgency .'3
This critique highlights women's specific oppressionrather than the specific
psychological development, consciousness and values that I focused on earlier
in this paper . But both aspects of women's condition are crucial to the
integrative feminist claim of women's central political role and feminism's
historic importance in this period. It is a theory and a politics built from both
women's oppression and women's potential strength . The two are held in critical
tension as two truths of women's condition, both ofwhich point to the necessity
and possibility of major social change . Although they are not necessarily
contradictory these two factors are a difficult dialectic to theorize and to live. It
is especially difficult because integrative feminism is faced on every side by the
pull of two simple and alternative reductionisms that either reduce women to
victims or romanticize women's traditional activity .
There are feminists who make the latter reduction and analyze women's
specificity in ways that tendto obscure the need for a mass collective struggle for
major social change. The work of Jean Bethke Elshtain and Betty Friedan' for
instance, mutes the fact of male domination and defends or fails to question
structural and ideological dualism . In their theory the recognition ofthe value of
women's work and women's admirable personal qualities definitely weakens the
claim of subordination ; the assertion of the value of womanhood tends to
undermine the claim of equality and, of course, liberation. And the Right Wing,
too, is militantly emphasizing women's specificity, defined (as self-sacrifice,
dependence and privilege) in ways that disguise and reinforce oppression.
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These reactionary uses of women's specificity increase feminist awareness
of the risks involved in any acknowledgment of a difference that has been used
to rationalize and institutionalize women's subordination. And they make for a
sceptical reception by many, of integrative feminism's claims to reveal a deep
liberatory potential in women's specificity .
Some critics, like Iris Young, recognize the synthetic and "'subversive intent"
of integrative feminism but deny that its attempted synthesis of women's
specificity and oppression has been realized. She goes on to suggest that, failing
this, what she calls "gynocentric feminism" may be "reinforcing gender
stereotypes, accommodating the existing structures" andgiving aid and comfort
to the "stance of moral motherhood ."'s
A much wider attack comes in both theory and practice from those who do
not distinguish between integrative feminism and the "anti-feminist
feminism" 76 that glorifies traditional womanhood at the expense ofrecognizing
women's oppression. This criticism makes no distinction between the
essentialist and idealist glorification of women's nature and the historical
materialist analysis of women's specificity and oppression which can ground
liberatory struggle. It is particularly evident in the criticism of the integrative
feminist theory developing in the context of women's increasing involvement in
the struggle for peace . Much of this criticism utterly repudiates any acknowledgement of women's difference as capitulation to patriarchal definitions and
domination:
To our way of thinking, the notion that'women's qualities' are
somehow better than'men's qualities' is in basic opposition to
the theory of feminism. Feminist theory states that the
potential for all qualities - from aggressiveness to nurturing
- exists within each person . But under a system of male
supremacy, certain traits are deemed 'masculine' and others,
'feminine .' Since gender is not innate but is socially
constructed the goal of feminism is to eradicate the categories
of 'masculine' and 'feminine'. An appeal to women's
distinctive characteristics only reinforces these categories . . .
Focusing as it does on men's and women's character traits, the
movement ignores the structural aspects of male supremacy . . .
Historically, the notion of women's difference has been one
source ofour oppression and, in the current context, extolling
it traps us once again in the male supremacist system."
The absolute denial of any male/female differences, or at least the denial that
they should feature in feminist theory, is a part of a more general resistance to
the emergence of feminism as a universal politics as opposed to a politics of
women's issues. In debates in a number of areas the denial of women's
specificity is clearly related to a militantly narrow definition of feminism.
The "sexuality debate"'s that appears today to be largely spent but has raged
furiously in the women's movement in the last few years is one example ofthis.
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Feminist sado-masochists and others have argued that the majority of feminists
are wrong to see this form of sexuality and pornography as an undesirable and
particularly extreme reflection of patriarchal sexuality and the relations of
domination that we are committed to ending. They deny that women as a group
have a shared interest in opposing this or any other kind of sexual practice and
define this view as an attempt to define and deny women's sexuality and to
enforce a particular sexual code that is every bit as oppressive as traditional
,'morality." In making this argument they presume that there can be no real basis
for assessing or defining values as a community . Their notion of "liberty" is
limited to the narrow and negative removal of all constraints on individual
'freedom' . Thus, for them, feminism has no value content and no vision of the
new society . They refuse the idea that women's sexuality, although influenced
by repressive patriarchal society, is nevertheless less violent and death
associated than men's, and that feminists can use this potential to create and
define new sexual relations that are life affirming .79 And this refusal involves a
narrowing of feminism's vision and project.
Feminist links to wider groups of women including those more
disadvantaged and those in the Third World and rural areas has led to the growth
of national and international networks around an impressive variety of
concerns . Some are built around classic women's issues such as female sexual
slavery and women's studies . Others, however, show the transforming influence
of women from more intact traditional communities with acute concern for
economic and survival issues . Both their material need and their experience of
women's relatively uninterrupted culture and central (though subordinate) role
in community life have strengthened feminist awareness of women's specificity
and women's potential to play a central role in social change. This has been an
important contribution to the growth of an international women's development
network and a practice in this area which goes much further than women's
incorporation in an existing process to challenge and redefine the process and
development itself.eo
Women's increasing involvement in the question of peace has also resulted
in the growth of an international feminist network which is not simply joining
the pre-existing anti-war struggle but is redefining that struggle in broader
integrative feminist terms . This perspective recognizes the centrality of dualism
and women's oppression to all violence including war, and women's necessarily
central role in defining and making the struggle for peace.8 Resistance to
feminist claims to represent a new and specifically female voice against war and
the hope of a more radical struggle against it, is resistance to the idea of
feminism as a universal politics. Those who argue against the claim that peace
politics must be a feminist politics presume that any activity beyond women's
issues narrowly defined is necessarily dilution and co-optation. They read the
integrative claims of feminist development politics or peace politics as
abandonment of feminism. And they mistake the integrative feminist hope of
developing a general liberatory struggle for a faint hearted denial of feminism in
the name of humanism . It is important to insist that women's liberation and
equality is a sufficient end in itself. We make this struggle unapologetically and
I
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boldly for ourselves and require no further justification. But if feminism is the
hope of the world we must say that too, not to justify ourselves or to apologize,
but because it is true and important.
Current attacks on ecological feminism, integrative feminism, development
politics and the anti-pornography campaign all deny that women's specific
material experience can ground a new vision of liberation and a redefinition of
progressive politics. They are all essentially arguments for a narrowly defined
feminist politics. And they represent resistance to the early stages of the
emergence in practice of a universal feminist politics. The resistance is
testimony to the growing strength of this politics which in the last fewyears has
emerged as a clear, though not fully self-defined, tendency of feminism 8z
The debates outlined here have all been major challenges which appeared at
times to threaten that development . They continue as divisions in the
movement, but no longer appear to threaten the survival of integrative feminism
whose rapid development continues partly under their salutary pressure . For
they keep ever present the very real dangers of forgetting women in the struggle
for humanity and of affirming women's value at the cost of recognizing our
oppression. They keep integrative feminists aware of the still partial nature of
our politics and force us to defend and develop it more fully and more
consciously .
Conclusion
This paper has stressed the deeply radical nature of feminism, its success in
sustaining and transforming that radicalism over the years, and the hope this
brings for future progressive struggle. This is true, but it is only one aspect ofthe
reality we face and we create. The debates and challenges described here are
more painful and destructive, and our doubts more debilitating, that I have been
able to convey . Our failures are more numerous and more deeply felt than I could
describe here.
Another paper could have focused on the enormous struggle that lies ahead,
the obstacles and unknowns we face: For instance, (1) The change in women's
self-image in North America has been impressive and awareness of women's
oppression continues to grow. We can claim enormous success in changing
consciousness, but very little, if any, real improvement in women's material
situation has resulted . (2) The radical spirit of some tendencies ofour movement
has deepened. But atthe same time the impact offeminism on ever wider sectors
of the population has diluted its message . Thus our very effectiveness may have
disadvantages as well as advantages. (3) It is one thing for integrative feminism
to open the way for a universal redefinition of progressive struggle. But that
general liberatory struggle must be made eventually by men as well as women. To
do this men must recognize a struggle defined partly in feminist terms as their
own . Is this likely?
Ours is not an easy struggle in either personal or political terms and it has
undoubted costs . It is not always an experience of triumph or certainty or joy,
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nor even of hope. But it is occasionally all this and it is this strand of our reality
that I have explored here -the shape ofour vision and the basis ofour hope. It is
as real as the other and as important .
Sociology and Anthropology
St. Francis Xavier University
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